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AMF
NOTE: All AMF files and downloads have been shifted to the amf wiki (http://amff.wikispaces.com/
(http://amff.wikispaces.com/) ). All current information is available there. This page is preserved for historical reasons only.

 

This page contains information and resources regarding the AMF File format, intended to supercede the STL file format with features relevant for current
and future Additive Manufacturing processes. This work is in conjunction with the current ASTM Committee F42 on Additive Manufacturing Technologies,
specifically the Design Task Group on File Formats, chaired by Hod Lipson (Contact (http://www.mae.cornell.edu/lipson/) ).

Community
Join the google group to learn and discuss more about the stl 2.0 Proposal: http://groups.google.com/group/stl2 (http://groups.google.com/group/stl2)

 

ASTM Activity
AMF Draft Presentation

(Loughborough University, July 8, 2010)

Link to Powerpoint ( http://ccsl.mae.cornell.edu/sites/default/files/AM2010_lipson.ppt) file. ("Draft Additive Manufacturing Format")

 

AMF Specification Drafts

To officially comment on the current draft visit  http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK27506.htm (http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK27506.htm)   (you need to log in to view

and officially comment)

To informally comment you can also use http://groups.google.com/group/stl2 (http://groups.google.com/group/stl2)

These are old versions and should not be implemented. The current AMF spec can be obtained at http://www.astm.org/Standards/F2915.htm
(http://www.astm.org/Standards/F2915.htm)  
V. 0.47: PDF (sites/default/files/AMF_V0.47.pdf) or DOC (sites/default/files/AMF_V0.47.doc) (Feb 3, 2011)
V. 0.46: PDF (sites/default/files/AMF_V0.46.pdf) or DOC (sites/default/files/AMF_V0.46.doc) (Dec 1, 2010) 
V. 0.45: PDF (http://ccsl.mae.cornell.edu/sites/default/files/AMF_V0.45.pdf) or DOC ( http://ccsl.mae.cornell.edu/sites/default/files/AMF_V0.45.doc) (June 23, 2010)
V. 0.44: PDF (http://ccsl.mae.cornell.edu/sites/default/files/AMF_V0.44.pdf) or DOC ( http://ccsl.mae.cornell.edu/sites/default/files/AMF_V0.44.doc) (June 14, 2010)
V. 0.43: PDF (http://ccsl.mae.cornell.edu/sites/default/files/AMF_V0.43.pdf) or DOC ( http://ccsl.mae.cornell.edu/sites/default/files/AMF_V0.43.doc) (June 11, 2010)
V. 0.41: PDF (http://ccsl.mae.cornell.edu/sites/default/files/AMF_V0.41.pdf) or DOC ( http://ccsl.mae.cornell.edu/sites/default/files/AMF_V0.41.doc) (May 26, 2010)
V. 0.40: PDF (http://ccsl.mae.cornell.edu/sites/default/files/AMF_V0.4.pdf) or DOC ( http://ccsl.mae.cornell.edu/sites/default/files/AMF_V0.4.doc) (May 24, 2010)

 

Take the STL 2.0 survey: http://www.mae.cornell.edu/lipson/stl2.htm (http://www.mae.cornell.edu/lipson/stl2.htm) (still open)
STL 2.0 Survey Results (as of Nov 9, 2009) and preliminary ideas: Presentation made to the ASTM F42 commitee (http://ccsl.mae.cornell.edu/sites/default

/files/ASTM_presentation.ppt) Nov 10, 2009 by Hod Lipson

 

AMF Resources
STL to AMF converter

A standalone open source windows executable that views and converts stl files to amf (v 0.44) files and back. Only basic (stl equivalent) amf features are
implemented. Note: This is pre-release software which is subject to change at any time, and may not be compatible with the future ASTM approved amf
file spec.
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 Download

AMF_Dev_44exe.zip (v. 0.44) 6-17-2010
Source (VS 2008 project, requires QT 4.6)

Bugs and feature requests may be directed to Jon Hiller (jdh74@cornell.edu)

Sample Files

(3682 Triangles)

Download

Rook.amf*

Rook.stl (http://ccsl.mae.cornell.edu/sites/default/files/rook_0.STL) (binary)

Rook_Ascii.stl ( http://ccsl.mae.cornell.edu/sites/default/files/Rook_Ascii.stl) (ascii)

 40kb

 180kb

 976kb

 

Sphere20.amf*^

Sphere80.amf*^

Sphere320.amf*^

1k

2k

7k

*To view the human readable xml tags, open with an unzipping program. (In windows manually change the extension to *.zip)
^Includes information for curved-triangle processing

Icon

Icon to associate with AMF files

Download

AMF.ico ( http://ccsl.mae.cornell.edu/sites/default/files/AMF.ico)

Other resources

W3C Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.0 (Fifth Edition) http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/ (http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/)

A Standard Default Color Space for the Internet - sRGB, http://www.w3.org/Graphics/Color/sRGB (http://www.w3.org/Graphics/Color/sRGB)

ZIP File Format Specification, PKWARE Inc, http://www.pkware.com/documents/casestudies/APPNOTE.TXT (http://www.pkware.com/documents/casestudies

/APPNOTE.TXT)

AMF | Cornell Creative Machines Lab http://creativemachines.cornell.edu/amf
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Development of Anatomically Realistic PET and
PET/CT Phantoms with Rapid Prototyping

Technology
Michael. A. Miller and Gary D. Hutchins, Member, IEEE

Abstract—The utility of PET and PET/CT in research and
diagnosis of cancer, cardiac and neurological disorders has been
widely demonstrated. Phantoms with well defined geometries that
accurately model radiolabeled tracer concentrations and photon
attenuation coefficients are suited for characterization of imaging
systems, but not as well suited for evaluating methods sensitive to
detailed anatomical structure, such as algorithms for monitoring
tumor response. An ideal phantom would have the shape and
activity distribution of a realistic tumor and would be useful in
evaluation of automated image analysis systems. Such a phantom,
imaged at sites involved in clinical trials, would be valuable
for evaluating consistency and accuracy. We have developed a
method of creating such phantoms by incorporating radioactive
tracer as dye for a cellulose powder based rapid prototyping
system. This allows us to create phantoms with spatial resolu-
tion limited only by the stereolithography printer system (slice
thickness is 0.18 mm, printing resolution is 600 dpi). We have
evaluated the method by printing several small phantoms with
18F and measuring activity in a gamma counter. The relative
standard deviation of the activity of multiple identical phantoms
was 2%. Activity in unlabeled parts was less than 2% of adjacent
labeled regions. We have created and printed realistic phantoms
based on the SPL human brain atlas [1, 2], the Paxinos & Watson
rat brain atlas [3] and from PET/CT images of human lung
nodules, showing that this is a practical method for making
complex radioactive phantoms that model real anatomy. We are
proceeding with further development to allow us to produce
phantoms with multiple activity concentrations, tunable photon
attenuation coefficients and long lived isotopes.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE utility of positron emission tomography (PET) and x-

ray computed tomography (CT) in research and diagnosis

of cancer, cardiac and neurological disorders has been well

demonstrated. The availability of highly detailed, anatomically

correct imaging phantoms is expected to enable the continued

expansion and improvement of quantitative PET and PET/CT

studies. This paper introduces a method of creating such

phantoms using rapid prototyping technology (3D printing).

We first give a summary of phantom characteristics and

the limitations imposed by traditional fabrication methods.

We then describe our method of fabricating phantoms with

3D printing. Finally we present results of our preliminary

quantitative evaluation of these phantoms along with examples

of the phantoms.

This work was supported in part by the Indiana Genomics Initiative
(INGEN, supported in part by Lilly Endowment, Inc.)

Authors are from the Department of Radiology, Indiana University School
of Medicine, Indianapolis, IN 46202 USA (telephone: 317-278-0141, e-mail:
mmiller3@iupui.edu, gdhutchi@iupui.edu).

Phantoms used to evaluate quantitative performance of

imaging systems must have well defined geometries made up

of regions containing radioactivity and/or contrast material.

These geometries are relatively easy to manufacture using

traditional methods. Radioactivity is typically introduced into

the phantom by filling hollow volumes with activity in a

liquid mixture. In many cases this is a water mixture, while

in some it is an epoxy mixture that will set to make a solid

phantom. For example, a hot tumor is often modeled as a

spherical volume contained in a uniform background. Images

of such phantoms lend themselves to analysis that provides

reproducible measurements of system characteristics.

Some characteristics of such idealized geometries lead

to phantoms that significantly differ from realistic anatomy.

Anatomical and pathological structures do not occur in ide-

alized shapes — for example, no tumor is truly spherical.

Fillable objects have walls separating them from their sur-

roundings. Making these walls small enough to be below the

spatial resolution limits of imaging systems usually makes

them fragile and difficult (or impossible) to manufacture. For

nuclear medicine and PET phantoms, these walls do not con-

tain radioactive material, resulting in cold boundaries between

regions. In large phantoms, such as those modeling whole

human organs, these cold boundaries are often negligible. In

small phantoms, such as those modeling small animal organs

and human organ structures, the wall thickness may often be

considerably larger than the object being modeled. This lack of

realistic shapes and small scale structures results in phantoms

that are unsuited for evaluating imaging techniques sensitive

to this level of detail. The ability to make phantoms with

realistic geometries that match the detailed structure of the

bodies and organs they are intended to model would allow us

to investigate resolution effects, and correct for them, in a way

that is otherwise impossible. The 3D printing method that we

present here provides just that ability.

II. PHANTOM MAKING WITH 3D PRINTING

3D printing (3DP) is a form of rapid prototyping technology

that creates three dimensional objects by solidifying layers of

deposited powder using a liquid binder [4]. The printer we

are using, a Spectrum Z510 from Z Corporation, is capable

of printing parts as large as 254 mm × 356 mm × 203 mm

(10” × 14” × 8”). Parts are built up by spreading a cellulose-

based powder (zp15e, Z Corporation) layer upon layer, each

0.18 mm thick (0.007”), as illustrated in Fig 1. Each layer is
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selectively hardened by applying a colored pattern of binder

with inkjet print heads. The printer resolution is 600×540 dpi

on each layer. Printing speed is 2-4 layers per minute, 20-40

mm per hour.

Phantoms are printed from digital models that are created

either with standard CAD software, from segmented image

data, or a combination of both. For example, a part might

be created from a surface model generated from a segmented

chest CT image, or from an MR image of the brain. Printing

parameters are set to produce a uniform binder concentration

throughout the solidified portions of the phantom. By adding

radioactive dyes to the binder, we can produce parts with

highly detailed distributions of radioactivity.

To date all printing has been done with 18F in zb 60 binder

(Z Corporation). Starting with a 740 MBq dose of [18F]FDG

(20 mCi) in 500 mL of binder (1.5 MBq/mL), the resulting

phantom activity concentration is approximately 60 kBq/mL at

end of printing when phantoms are ready to be imaged. Several

small, uniform spherical phantoms are included with each print

job. They are assayed in a gamma counter to measure the

activity concentration and to evaluate uniformity.

III. RESULTS AND EXAMPLE PHANTOMS

Activity concentrations were determined by assaying

500 μL binder samples and 5 mm diameter spherical phan-

toms. After decay-correcting the results to the time at which

the print job was completed and the phantoms were ready to

image, the activity concentration in three spherical phantoms

was 63.3± 1.5 kBq/mL (mean± standard deviation). Activity

concentration in four binder samples was 517 ± 32 kBq/mL

resulting in a part:binder activity ratio of 0.123± 0.008. This

ratio is consistent across multiple print jobs.

A. Image Quality Phantom

A PET image of an example phantom is presented in

Fig. 2. This phantom is similar to the NEMA image quality

phantom [6], with hot spheres 10, 13, 17 and 22 mm in

diameter. It was created by generating a three-dimensional

binary mask of the phantom geometry using cubic voxels

1 mm on a side. This mask loaded into Slicer (www.slicer.org)

and thresholded to create surface models representing hot and

cold spheres and the shell surrounding the phantom body. In

the printed phantom, the shell serves as a container to hold the

unbound/unradiolabeled powder. The models were exported

to vtk files and converted to stereolithography format (stl)

using the VTK libraries (www.vtk.org). STL files are directly

readable by the printer software. Overall phantom thickness

was 41 mm. Total time to print this phantom was approxi-

mately 1.5 hours. The image was acquired with a Biograph-

16 HIREZ PET/CT (Siemens Medical) and reconstructed with

our standard whole body protocol: 3 minutes per bed position,

OSEM2D with two iterations and eight subsets.

B. Human Brain Phantom

A human brain phantom was created using data from the

SPL brain atlas [1, 2]. Brain structures were segmented and

converted to VTK surface models using Slicer. The resulting

surface models, shown with the phantom in Fig. 3, were

converted from vtk to stereolithography format and used as

input to the printer. Cortical structures, the cerebellum and

striata were labeled with 53 kBq/mL of [18F]FDG (decay

corrected to the start of the image acquisition). The phan-

tom consisted of a 15 mm thick slab with caps above and

below to contain the unbound powder surrounding the hot

structures. The phantom was imaged on a Biograph-16 HIREZ

PET/CT (Siemens Medical) using our standard PET/CT adult

brain imaging protocol (PET image: 10 minute acquisition,

OSEM2D with 2 iterations, 8 subsets, CT image: 3 mm slice

thickness, 120 kVp, reconstruction with H31s convolution

kernel). PET and CT images of the phantom are presented

in Fig. 4. Note that while there is good contrast in the CT

image, the actual CT numbers range from −600 to −500.

C. Human Lung Phantom With Nodule

Our experience with the brain phantom showed that the x-

ray attenuation coefficient of unbound powder is similar to

that of lung, indicating that this method may be useful for

making realistic PET/CT lung phantoms. A lung phantom was

created using data from a clinical PET/CT study acquired with

the Biograph-16 HIREZ PET/CT. CT data was segmented to

represent soft tissue, the lung nodule, and bone. The digital

model and photographs of the phantom shown in Fig. 5

illustrate the capability of the method for producing small

anatomical structures.

D. Rat Brain Phantoms

A digital brain map created from the rat brain atlas by Pax-

inos and Watson [3] was used to produce rat brain phantoms.

Following procedures similar to those used for the human

brain phantoms, we created surface models as illustrated in

Fig. 6. Multiple FDG-labeled phantoms were printed with

activity in the cortex, striata and cerebellum. Phantoms with

certain structures left cold were printed to model metabolic

ablation studies. Fig. 7 shows images of the rat brain phantom

along with images of phantoms printed with no activity in

the right striatum and right motor cortex. The PET images

were acquired on the Indiana Small Animal PET scanner

(IndyPET-III) [7] and reconstructed using filtered backpro-

jection. The capability to make phantoms that accurately

reproduce very small structures such as these allows us to

perform highly detailed investigations of quantitative imaging.

These phantoms have been used to evaluate the quantitative

accuracy of reconstruction methods as reported elsewhere in

this proceedings [8].

IV. DISCUSSION

The use of 3D printing technology for producing imaging

phantoms has allowed us to create structures with a degree of

detail that was previously unachievable. Initial measurements

indicate that the method allows us to produce phantoms with

concentration variations of less than or equal to 2%, which

is better than or similar to what is achievable with currently
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Build
Plate

Print
Heads

Powder
Feed

Roller

Components of the 3D printer.

spread

Spreading a layer of powder.

print

Printing a cross sectional layer.

Fig. 1. Schematic illustrating the principles of 3D printing. Powder layers are prepared by lowering the build plate by 0.007”, raising the powder feed piston
and spreading powder with the roller. The powder is selectively hardened by applying binder with the inkjet print heads [5]. The process is repeated layer by
layer until the entire part has been produced.

Fig. 2. Torso-sized phantom, similar to NEMA NU-2 2007 image quality
phantom.

available epoxy-based solid phantoms. We are continuing to

investigate phantom uniformity. In addition, we would like to

be able to print intentionally non-uniform phantoms. While

the Spectrum Z510 printer is a color printer, using clear,

cyan, magenta and yellow binders to produce colors, it prints

color only on the surface and applies clear binder to provide

structure to the interior of parts. Colored binder is applied

only to the outer 1-2 mm of part edges, making it impossible

to print color throughout the part. We are working with the

manufacturer to write software that will allow us to print

multiple colors throughout the part volume. This will allow us

to print not only with multiple colors, but also multiple tracer

concentrations, resulting in phantoms that more accurately

reproduce physiologically relevant tracer distributions. For

example, phantoms could be printed that include a background

activity concentration and hot spots representing hyperme-

Fig. 3. Human brain phantom. Panels A-E show the digital models used to
create the phantom. A, B and C show the relative positions of the skull, brain
and phantom slab. D and E show the radiolabeled portion of the phantom and
the case. Panel F is a photograph of the phantom.

tabolic regions such as tumors, myocardium or brain.

Another area where we are working to improve the phan-

toms is in phantom density. The density of the cellulose-

based zp15e powder is approximately 0.5 g/mL, with an x-

ray attenuation coefficient that results in CT numbers near

-600. After printing, while the bound parts of the phantoms
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Fig. 4. CT, PET and fused PET/CT images of the human brain phantom.

are still moist, the CT number increases to about -500. We are

taking two approaches to bring the phantom density closer to

that of real tissues. One approach is to develop powder that

functions similarly to the zp15e, but has a density close to that

of water. This would allow us to embed our printed activity

Fig. 5. Human lung phantom. Panel A: surface model of the phantom
showing soft tissue, bone and the lung nodule (green). Panels B and C:
photographs of the phantom with the lower cap, nodule and lung material
removed, showing the anatomical structure. The rule is marked in centimeters.

concentrations within phantoms with tissue equivalent density,

and therefore tissue equivalent photon scatter and attenuation

characteristics. The other approach we are considering is to de-

velop pigments with massive additives (bismuth nano-particles

for example) that will allow us to reach CT numbers similar

to that of soft tissues and bone. Similarly to the color/activity

concentration mixing, this would allow us to print phantoms

with CT numbers to simulate lung (HU ≈ −600, unbound
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Fig. 6. Rat brain phantoms (upper photograph) and digital models showing
the radiolabeled structures.

powder with minimal binder), soft tissue (HU ≈ 0, powder

bound with binder carrying massive pigment) and bone ((HU

≈ 1000, powder bound with binder carrying massive pigment).

Pigments for inkjet printing are considerably more problematic

than dyes, especially compared to dyes at trace concentrations

such as FDG. Inks are constrained by viscosity and particulate

size limits of inkjet print heads [9]. We are working to develop

a modified print head that will allow us to continuously mix

relatively massive binders without clogging the jets.

We are also working towards printing with long-lived iso-

topes. The phantoms we have printed to date all contained
18F. With a relatively short half life of 109.77 minutes, these

phantoms can only be imaged for a few hours before the

activity decays below a useful level. Ultimately we intend

to print phantoms with longer lived isotopes, such as 68Ge

with a half life of 270 days, so that the resulting phantoms

can be imaged repeatedly and shared among institutions. For

example, phantoms created from patient data could be imaged

at multiple sites, effectively allowing a group patients to be

imaged at all sites in a given clinical trial. If the realistic

phantoms model the particular patient anatomy and tracer

uptake patterns that are being imaged in the trial, this would

allow us to directly measure site to site variances. Note that

Fig. 7. PET images of the rat brain phantoms. The left column shows the
digital model used to create the phantoms, blurred with a 1.25 mm FWHM
Gaussian kernel to represent the resolution of the IndyPET-III scanner. The
right column contain PET images acquired with the IndyPET-III scanner. The
center column shows the left and right columns fused. The PET images in
the top row are of a phantom with radiolabeled cortex, striata and cerebellum.
The PET images in the second row are of a phantom with radiolabeled cortex,
left striatum and cerebellum, but with the right striatum unlabeled. The PET
images in the bottom two rows are of a phantom with radiolabeled cortex,
striata and cerebellum, but with the right motor cortex unlabeled.

suitable isotopes are not limited to positron emitters, so printed

phantoms can potentially be made for SPECT and other

modalities. We foresee no technical problems with printing

with long-lived isotopes, although there are radiation safety

considerations that must be addressed.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a new method for manufacturing imag-

ing phantoms using 3D printing technology. Phantoms pro-

duced with this method reproduce anatomic detail at the sub-

millimeter level. Phantom uniformity is equal or better to

other available techniques which cannot approach this level of

detail. The boundaries between regions of different activities

have zero thickness, which is a great advantage when making

phantoms which test systems at the limits of resolution,

especially for small animal imaging. Further enhancement of

the method is expected to result in phantoms that contain mul-

tiple activity concentrations of long-lived isotopes in tissue-

equivalent densities. Such phantoms, when used at one site

or shared among many, have the potential to allow us to do

quantitative evaluations of imaging systems that have so far

been impossible.
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